Noninvasive measurement of steady and pulsating velocity profiles and shear rates in arteries using echo PIV: in vitro validation studies.
Although accurate measurement of velocity profiles, multiple velocity vectors, and shear stress in arteries is important, there is still no easy method to obtain such information in vivo. We report on the utility of combining ultrasound contrast imaging with particle image velocimetry (PIV) for noninvasive measurement of velocity vectors. This method (echo PIV) takes advantage of the strong backscatter characteristics of small gas-filled microbubbles (contrast) seeded into the flow. The method was tested in vitro. The steady flow analytical solution and optical PIV measurements (for pulsatile flow) were used for comparison. When compared to the analytical solution, both echo PIV and optical PIV resolved the steady velocity profile well. Error in shear rate as measured by echo PIV (8%) was comparable to the error of optical PIV (6.5%). In pulsatile flow, echo PIV velocity profiles agreed well with optical PIV profiles. Echo PIV followed the general profile of pulsatile shear stress across the artery but underestimated wall shear at certain time points. However, error in shear from echo PIV was an order of magnitude less than error from current shear measurement methods. These studies indicate that echo PIV is a promising technique for noninvasive measurement of velocity profiles and shear stress.